
 
 

 

Commission Value   No 
  Account opening charges  1 

EGP   20 plus fiscal stamp  Account opening fees ( Current, Saving  Bank 
Account)  

1-1 

EGP 6 quarterly or equivalent in  foreign currencies  Postage Charges  1-2 

EGP 2 monthly or equivalent in foreign currencies Account maintenance charges  1-3 

  account statement printing fees   1-4 
EGP 5 Individual    
EGP 10 Corporate    

EGP 10  per signature Signature Admission  1-5 

EGP 10 for each transaction plus any other  
charges related to the type of transaction to be 
executed such as  draft issuance or transfers   

Standing instruction fees  1-6 

EGP 10 for individual & EGP 20 for corporate Hold Mail Charges   1-7 

EGP 1.50 per leave  Check book issuance  1-8 

EGP 10 for current year  & EGP 20 for previous 
years 

Balance Certificate fees  1- 9 

EGP 25 or equivalent in foreign currency return check fees due to stop payment   1-10 

EGP 150 yearly  Dormant Account fees applied on accounts with 
balances less than EGP 150  

1-11 

  Cash Deposit  for outward transfers   2 
NO commission Egyptian Pounds   2-1 

  Foreign  Currencies  2-2 

3 per mill maximum USD 175  for outward transfer 

Amount in USD up to  250000 or Equivalent in 
other Foreign currencies 3 per mill is applied for 

  



transfers maximum USD 175 

Flat fee USD 350 for outward transfer 

Amount over USD 25001 up to USD 500000 or 
equivalent in other foreign currencies is applied  
USD 350 or equivalent in other foreign  
currencies as flat fee 

  

Flat fee USD 600 for outward transfer 

Amounts more than USD  500001 or equivalent 
in other foreign currencies  is applied  USD 600 
as flat fee or equivalent in other foreign 
currencies 

  

3 per mill with no maximum  

Any Arab foreign currencies and not Saudi Riyal 
3 per mill is applied  with maximum amount  

  

2% with no maximum 
Saudi Riyal outward  Transfers    

EGP 10 per transaction 

Cash withdrawals from tellers (inside the branch) 
less than EGP 5000  

 2-3 
 

  Save Deposit Boxes  4 

 yearly rent EGP 200   & advance deposit    EGP 
1000 one time   

Small safe deposit box  4-1 

yearly rent EGP400   & advance deposit one time 
EGP 1200 one time  

Medium Safe Deposit Box  4-2 

yearly rent EGP700   & advance deposit one time 
EGP 1500   

Big Safe Deposit Box  4-3 

  Transfers and Bankers check issuance  5 

  Certified check and Bankers check issued drawn 
on abroad banks or local banks   

5-1 

  three  per mill minimum USD 10 or EGP 
equivalent 

Issuance  fees for foreign currencies   bankers  
check 

 5-2 
 

three per mill minimum USD 5 or equivalent in  
EGP 

 Collection fees for Foreign currencies  bankers 
check  

5-3 
 



two per mill minimum EGP 20 and maximum EGP 
350 

Issuance fees for Bankers check in EGP  5-4 

two per mill minimum ego 5 and maximum EGP 
100 

Collection fees for check in local clearing  5-5 
 

two per mill minimum ego 5 and maximum EGP 
300 

Collection fees for cherubs outside  clearing  5-6 
 

two per mill minimum EGP 10  & maximum EGP  
300 

Outwards Transfers in local currency  5-7 
 

three per mill minimum USD 5  &  maximum USD 
100 or equivalent in EGP 

Outwards transfers in foreign currencies  5-6 

  Outwards  transfers in foreign 
currencies  

6 

  Outgoing Transfers 6-1 
 

flat fee of USD 175 or equivalent in EGP  Amounts  up to USD 250000 or equivalent in 
other foreign currencies  

  

flat fee of USD 350 or equivalent in EGP  amounts from USD 250001 up to USD 500000 
or equivalent in foreign currencies  

  

flat fee of USD 600  &  for Saudi Riyal   2 % without 
maximum or equivalent in EGP  

Amounts  more that USD 500001 or equivalent 
in other foreign currencies  

  

  Incoming transfers 6-2 
 

no fees  To an account maintained with our Bank    

three per mill minimum USD 5 and maximum USD 
100 

To a non customer and to be paid in cash over 
the counter 

  

three per mill minimum USD 5 and maximum USD 
100 

in  case incoming transfer to be transferred to 
another bank  

  

  Letters of Guarantees 7 

flat fee of USD 10 or equivalent in EGP  Shipping guarantee  7-1 



 

 three per  mill minimum EGP 50 or USD 10 
quarterly  

Bid Bonds  issuance fees   7-2 

 three per  mill minimum EGP 50 or USD 10 
quarterly  

Issuance  of counter guarantee against another 
guarantee     from another bank issued in our  
favor  

7-3 

six per mill minimum EGP 50 or USD 10 quarterly  Performance  bonds and advance payment 
guarantee issuance fees   

7-4 

Same as issuance fees depending on the type of 
guarantee 

Letter of guarantee extension fees    7-5 

Same as issuance fees depending on the type of 
guarantee 

Letter of guarantee amount increase  fees   7-6 
 

EGP 50 or USD 10  & renewal fees same as 
issuance  

 issuance of letter of Guarantee 100 % cash  
covered 

7-7 
  

  SWIFT Charges  8  

USD100     L/C SWIFT Full  details  fees 8-1 

USD25  L/C SWIFT short Fees   8-2 
 

10 EGP local SWIFT fees 8-3 
  

USD 20 SWIFT  outward transfer out side Egypt FEES   8-4 
  

  Al Baraka Islamic Card  
 

9 

  Main Card 
 



EGP 100 issuance fees    

EGP 75 annual fees    

EGP 100 Renewal fees every three years    

EGP 2 monthly  Statement fees    

2% minimum EGP 25 Cash withdrawals  locally    

2% minimum EGP 25 Cash withdrawals outside Egypt    

fees are calculated based on the following tiers 
first EGP 500 is EGP 3  second EGP 500 is 

EGP 7.5 and onward  
Management fees 

  

EGP 25 PIN replacement    

EGP 50  Card re issuance    

2% over the Sell conversion rate against EGP  Cash withdrawals outside Egypt    

  Supplementary Card  
 EGP 75 

 Issuance fees    

EGP 50 
 Annual fees    

EGP 75 
 renewal fees each three years    

  
MasterCard Electronic  Card ( Debit 
Card) 

10 
 

EGP 25  
Issuance fees    

EGP 25 
Renewal fees    

      

EGP 25 
Annual Fees    

EGP 25 
issuing  a replacement card    

EGP 10 
 Activating a blocked PIN    

no fees  
Balance inquiry using NBE ATM    

no fees  
ATM cash Withdrawals from NBE ATM   



machines  

EGP 3 
 Cash withdrawal  using the 123 net    

EGP 2 
Balance inquiry using 123 net    

EGP 35 Cash withdrawals outside Egypt    

2% over the conversion rate against EGP  Cash withdrawals outside Egypt    

no fees  POS transactions in side  Egypt    

no fees  POS transactions out side  Egypt    

N.B : the possibility of tailoring special prices of sizable clients ,deals & 
transactions. 

  General terms  11 

 Al Baraka bank only has the right to 
change from time to time terms and 
conditions fees ,charges and any 
rates applied on all products or 
services with new terms and 
conditions  

11-1 

 any fees charges that are not 
mentioned above will be applied 
whenever needed depending  on the 
service provided  

11-2 
 

  All fees & commissions stated in used 
will be applied in the same currency or 
its equivalent in any other foreign 
currency according to the exchange  
rate applicable at date of processing  

11-3 
 

 
 
 
 
 


